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1. Iterative outlier rejection  [1]

2. Greedy selection of the neighbor largest timestamp   [2]

Self-Supervised Learning of Inlier Events for Event-based Optical Flow

p Event camera
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Event-based cameras are bio-inspired sensors that asynchronously 
report per-pixel intensity changes at each pixel. 

The task is fast motion computing with event-based cameras.
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Learning Systems, 2014
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p Training

𝑒! ≐ (𝐱! , 𝑡! , 𝜌!)

𝐱! : pixel location
𝑡! : timestamp
𝜌! : polarity {+1, -1}

・ No motion blur
・ High dynamic range
・ Low latency
・ Low power consumption

p Normal flow by planar fitting

However, least-squares fitting suffers from heavy event noise.

p Inference

p Results

p Related work

Non iterative

Exploring a plane iterative

Not exploring a plane

Our purpose is non-iterative selection of inlier events while 
capturing a plane structure.

They are suitable devices for motion estimation because of their 
low-latency sensing mechanism.

Local motion can be computed by planar fitting.

Local events

p Key ideas
Outputting the event inlier probability for each event by PointNet,
and using only events with higher probabilities
Training the network in a self-supervised manner by sampling.
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p Reference

Ours keeps low errors regardless of the tightness of the rejection   
because our event selection is able to exclude outliers in advance of
fitting by capturing the planar structure with the neural network. 

REE: Relative endpoint error,   AE: Angular error

The experiments aimed to confirm the effectiveness of self-supervised 
learned inlier points within each scene, rather than generalization 
between sequences, compared with a greedy selection, SOFEA [2]
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・ Test in realistic and complex scenarios
p Future work
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